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1

Introduction

This paper presents new results of an ongoing cross-sectional study
investigating the acquisition of Chinese1 word order by Italian L1
learners. The focus of this paper is the acquisition of so-called “double-nominative constructions” (Chappell 1996; Shen 1987; Modini
1981; Li, Thompson 1976, 1981; Tsao 1977; Mullie 1933; Teng 1974b;
Li 2004, see section 3) as well as the correct sequential organization of topical and focal information in the Chinese sentence. Double nominatives2 generally refer to a pattern consisting of two nominals that occur next to each other at the beginning of the sentence,
followed by a predicative element (henceforth, PE), e.g., an attributive or stative verb, as in (1.C).
1. C. 大象,
鼻子
长。
dàxiàng			bízi 		cháng
elephant TOP nose		long
NP1				NP2		PE
E. (Lit.) ? ‘Elephants, (their) noses are long’.
I. (Lit.) ? ‘L’elefante, il (suo) naso è lungo’.

Such constructions are tightly connected with the topic-prominent
nature of the language, which is a fundamental typological feature
of Chinese: as discussed in detail in section 3, this construction allows hosting topical elements (NP1, dàxiàng ‘elephants’) in the sentence-initial position, while maintaining focal (informationally salient) elements at the very end (in this case, cháng ‘long’ or bízi cháng
‘nose (is) long’ depending on the context). However, such a pattern
is not allowed in most Indo-European languages of Europe, including English (1.E) and Italian (1.I). Rather, such languages may, for example, use the verb have to express that possession/whole-part relationship, and specifically the [NP1 have NP2] pattern, as in (2.E)
and (2.I’). Thus, students are not familiar with the double-nominative
pattern and may find it difficult to spontaneously produce it. Rather,
they may tend to produce patterns that are closer to the structures

1 In this paper, I use the term ‘Chinese’ to refer to Putonghua, the standard language of the PRC. Simplified Chinese characters and the Pinyin romanization system have been used throughout the article. The glosses follow the general guidelines
of the Leipzig Glossing Rules. A list of all abbreviations and glosses is available at the
end of the article.
2 The term ‘double nominative’ is here used for the reader’s convenience, i.e., to allow

readers to refer to the relevant literature on the topic. It is nevertheless important to
note that grammatical cases (intended as a system of marking of a dependent nominal
for the type of relationship they bear to their heads, such as nominative, accusative, ablative etc. in Latin or German) are not part of the grammar of Chinese (see section 3).
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of their native language, e.g., the [NP1 have NP2] pattern as in (2.C),
which however is a less preferred pattern in Chinese in terms of information structure3 (section 3):
2. E. ‘Elephants have long noses‘.
I. ‘L’elefante ha il naso lungo’.
NP1 have		 NP2
C. ?大象
有
很
长
的
鼻子。
dàxiàng		yǒu hěn cháng 		de		bízi
elephant		have very long		sp		 nose

This paper specifically looks at negative L1 transfer phenomena that
affect the production of double-nominative constructions by Italian
L1 learners of Chinese. Specifically, it presents the results of an ongoing cross-sectional study consisting of translation tasks submitted to three cohorts of Italian L1 learners of Chinese with different
proficiency levels and from different universities, for a total of 132
learners. The test has been elaborated on the basis of existing crosssectional studies conducted on English L1 learners of Chinese (Jiang
2009) and on a preliminary contrastive analysis of the form-function
associations connected to this construction in Chinese and Italian.
The analysis singles out different linguistic forms and patterns used
by Italian and Chinese to encode the same meaning, which may lead
to negative transfer and high error rates. The data collected through
the test are then used to determine whether there is a correlation
between L1-L2 differences, the proficiency level of the students, the
complexity of the tested structure, and the percentage of the related
word order errors in L2 production due to L1 transfer.
This work aims to contribute to Chinese as a Second/Foreign Language (CSL/CFL) acquisition as a growing area of research. The past
decade has witnessed an increasing interest in CSL/CFL acquisition.
However, most studies have been conducted among English L1 learners, while there exist very few studies on Italian L1 learners of Chinese, especially on word order acquisition. This study wants to contribute filling this gap. An increasing number of Italian educational
institutions are now offering Chinese courses, not only at the university level, but also in primary and secondary schools. The findings
of the study will contribute to a clearer understanding of the acquisitional processes of double nominatives by Italian L1 learners, thus
building up towards a more effective pedagogy.
3 This can be observed in corpora, as well. The string “鼻子很长” bízi hěn cháng oc-

curs 11 times in the the BCC corpus of Modern Chinese (Beijing Language and Culture
University, 15 billion characters), while no occurrence can be found of the string 有很
长的鼻子 (Xun 2019). Obviously, the use of one over the other form depends on the context and on the information structure/focus of the sentence.
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The rest of the paper is organised as follows: section 2 presents
the approach the study adopts, namely that of form-to-function studies (Long, Sato 1984; Bardovi-Harlig 2014, 2015), along with its basic
notions, tools, and research methods. Section 3 offers a description of
double nominative constructions, their formal characteristics and their
functions, as well as a contrastive analysis with Italian and English.
Section 4 describes the study, and in particular the hypotheses, the
test design, the participants, and information on data collection. Section 5 presents the results, both from a quantitative and a qualitative
perspective. Section 6 discusses these results, while section 7 draws
the conclusions and proposes some indications for CSL/CFL teaching.

2

The Approach

This study adopts a functional approach to the investigation of second language acquisition (henceforth SLA), and specifically that of
form-to-function studies (Long, Sato 1984; Bardovi-Harlig 2014, 2015)
in line with previous studies on related issues (Morbiato 2017). Such
an approach is particularly useful for several reasons. First, a formoriented (form-to-function) approach allows a comprehensive investigation of a specific construction/aspect (form) of the L2 (e.g., the
English past tense -ed, or in this case the double-nominative construction) by examining its different facets: it investigates its use in
language to identify its functions (which may be multiple) and compares these functions to correspondent forms in students’ L1; then,
it verifies whether and to what extent learners use the target form
in L2 production. Second, it provides useful tools and notions that
allow analyzing the complex process of acquisition of the target L2
form, including: the importance attributed to learners’ errors, that
are not seen as students’ failures, but rather as SLA diagnostic tools
allowing investigation of acquisitional processes at different stages
(section 2.1); the role of interlanguages, i.e., idiolects developed by
each L2 learner, which evolve over time and include errors (section
2.1); the notion of ‘linguistic transfer’ and, consequently, the crucial
role attributed to contrastive analyses of L1-L2 differences to predict transfer-related acquisitional issues (section 2.2). Third, it encourages to examine the ‘inventory’ of means (forms) learners use
to express a specific meaning (function), as well as and the ‘reorganization of the balance’4 of these means over time and across dif4 The -ed form and the ‘past time’ function are often used as examples of interplay and
changing balance of linguistic forms. The earliest resource to express time sequence
builds on the iconic universal principle of temporal sequence: events are told in the same
order in which they happened (Veni, vidi, vici, ‘I came, I saw, I conquered’). The next (lexical) stage involves, for example, temporal adverbials (e.g. ‘yesterday’) or connectives (e.g.
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ferent proficiency levels. This is based on the tenet that learners already have access to a full range of concepts (functions), as well as
the means (forms) to express these concepts in their L1, but lack the
related forms in their L2, which may significantly differ from forms
in their L1. An awareness of students’ meaning-form associations is
crucial for language pedagogy: recent researches have shown that a
focus both on form and on meaning/communication can have advantages over purely meaning-focussed instruction (Alcón-Soler 2012).
The next subsections present in greater detail concepts mentioned
above that are important for the present analysis (for a more detailed
discussion of the framework see Bardovi-Harlig 2015).

2.1 L2 Errors and Interlanguage
While students’ L2 errors used to be seen as something to be eradicated, after Corder’s article (1967) and subsequent literature on the topic, they started to be considered as significant diagnostics to monitor
learners’ acquisitional processes. Now, in SLA research, L2 errors are
regarded as part of the strategies each learner develops in the process of creating their own interlanguage. “Interlanguage” (Selinker
1972, 2012) is seen as a dynamic and evolving linguistic system with
its own code and rules, and with an unstable nature. It is mostly explained as the result of an interaction of two language systems, usually the mother tongue and the target language (TL). The analysis of
interlanguage development, of common errors and error types, and of
the reasons beyond such errors, leads to a clearer understanding of
the learning stages and the learners’ difficulties caused by L1 interference (see section 2.2). Errors refer not only to forms that are grammatically incorrect, but also forms that are semantically or pragmatically inappropriate in the context: an L2 error is also
a linguistic form […] which, in the same context […] would in all
likelihood not be produced by the learner’s native speaker counterparts. (Jiang 2009, 126)
An awareness of how errors (and error types) evolve over time or
across different proficiency levels contributes towards more effective
pedagogical actions that help learners self-monitor, cope with, and
eventually overcome persistent errors more efficiently and effectively.

‘then’). The following stage involves the use of tense, verbal morphology, and so on. In
this process, the inventory of forms changes (i.e., it increases over time) and the balance
changes as well, as the use of morphology overrides temporal sequence, e.g., in sentences such as ‘I entered after buying the ticket’, which display reverse chronological order.
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2.2 Cross-Linguistic Influence and Linguistic Transfer
The term ‘transfer’ in general refers to “the extent to which knowledge and skills acquired in one situation affect a person’s learning or
performance in a subsequent situation” (Ormrod 2014, 206). Transfer affects all areas of language; it is a narrower term than ‘crosslinguistic influence’, although the two are often used interchangeably (Ringbom 2012). While in SLA this notion is used across different
theoretical frameworks, views about linguistic transfer have undergone considerable change. Initially, it was assumed that the ‘habits’
of the L1 would be automatically carried over into the L2; now, scholars agree that L1 transfer works in complex ways and constitutes only one of the many factors and processes involved in L2 acquisition
(Gass 1996). Research has shown that transfer-related differences
apply mainly to early stages of learning: as learning progresses, all
learners apply strategies and processes that are closer and closer to
the TL (Ringbom 2012, 399). Traditionally, two types of transfer were
distinguished: ‘positive transfer’ takes place when the influence of
previous knowledge leads to flawless or rapid acquisition/use of new
knowledge; ‘negative transfer’, on the other hand, occurs when such
influence leads to errors or acquisitional issues. Recently, more types
of transfer have been singled out: for example, transfer that predominantly happens from students’ L1 (in our case Italian) or from other second/foreign languages the learner masters rather well (in our
study, we take English as such a possible language), is called ‘procedural’ Negative procedural transfer may, in turn, either be intrusive or inhibitive. Intrusive transfer happens when learners inappropriately use structures or other items from their L1, while inhibitive
transfer refers to L1 structures that inhibit learners to appropriately use new words and structures. This is well illustrated by Ringbom:
TL words and structures without L1 parallels provide the learner
with no concrete item transfer and are therefore often avoided as
they are perceived as redundant. At one stage children learning L1 frequently produce forms like runned, goed for ran, went,
thus avoiding what they apparently perceive as unnecessary redundancy for expressing past tense. Similarly, L2 learners initially also avoid what is perceived as redundant in the TL.
(Ringbom 2012, 399; emphasis added)
As we will see, both intrusive and inhibitive transfer are likely to
be observed in this study. Crucial to the correct investigation of the
role of linguistic transfer (both positive and negative) is a contrastive analysis of the differences between learners’ L1 and L2, which
is the focus of the next section.
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2.3 Importance of L1-L2 Contrastive Analysis
A contrastive analysis of word order in students’ L1 and L2(s) is important for several reasons. First, the role of cross-linguistic influence (Odlin 2012) is crucial in word order acquisition: studies have
now attested that both the comprehension and production of a second
language can be affected by cross-linguistic influence (Odlin 2012,
152). Moreover, studies show that, with respect to other L2 linguistic features, L2 word order is comparatively more influenced by L1
word order (James 1998). Pioneering studies on Chinese word order
acquisition include the large-scale cross-sectional study conducted by Jiang (2009) on English L1 learners. Specifically, Jiang (2009)
developed a taxonomy of Chinese L2 word order errors based on a
contrastive analysis of Chinese and English, aimed at enabling explicit description and clear explanation of these errors. On the other hand, apart from a preliminary investigation conducted by Morbiato (2017), very few studies have so far been conducted on Italian
L1 learners. Typological and grammatical differences existing between Italian and Chinese are often reflected in the errors students
commit in conversation or translation tasks. Jiang (2009) and Morbiato (2017) present an overview of the salience of word order and its
functions in the grammar of Chinese. Due to space constraints, I refer the reader to these studies, while in what follows a contrastive
analysis is proposed with a special focus on double nominatives. As
said earlier, in addition to Chinese and Italian, English is also considered as an example of students’ already acquired second language:
while much research concentrates on either L1-L2 influence, studies
focussing on cross-linguistic influence involving a third language are
a promising area of research (Odlin 2012).

3

Double Nominatives and Their Italian and English
Counterparts. A Contrastive Form-Function Analysis

The double nominative construction is “typologically characteristic of
many languages in the East Asian region” (Chappell 1996), as for example Korean and Japanese (Park 2010; Wunderlich 2014), while it is
almost absent in the Indo-European languages of Europe. It has been
referred to as “double-nominative” (Mullie 1933; Teng 1974a; Li 2004)
or “double-subject construction” (Chappell 1996; Shen 1987; Modini
1981; Li, Thompson 1976, 1981; Tsao 1977) due to the feature of two
NPs juxtaposed in sentence-initial position. In Chinese, it is referred
to as 主谓谓语句 zhǔ-wèi wèiyǔ jù ‘sentences with a subject-predicate
predicate’. Investigation of this structure has been a continuing concern within Chinese linguistics: since the 1970s, a significant number of articles have been published on this topic, both by Chinese and
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international scholars investigating Chinese grammar. In the China
Academic Journals (CAJ) full text database, 386 articles can be found
with the search term 主谓谓语句, 129 of which contain this term in
their title. A paper such as the present one cannot do justice to all the
literature on the subject: this section is devoted to a brief presentation of some of the main features such construction presents that are
relevant to their acquisition with a particular focus on its structure
(i.e., the form) and its semantic and discourse features (functions).

3.1 Structure and Meaning of Double Nominatives
Structure
The double-nominative structure involves two nominals occurring
adjacent to each other and followed by a predicative element, as in
(1). Scholars tend to agree that this structure is related to the topicprominent nature of Chinese: Li and Thompson (1976, 480) consider
it as a prototypical topic-comment sentence. According to such an
analysis, the first NP is a topic, followed by a comment of the type
NP-predicative element (PE). Since Chao’s (1968) and Li and Thompson’s (1976, 1981) seminal works, the importance of the notion of topic in Chinese is well established in the literature: the fact that Chinese sentences are best described as topic-comment, rather than
subject-predicate, structures is widely accepted across almost all
theoretical persuasions.5 The topic is generally regarded as the sentence-initial element that ‘sets a frame of validity for what comes afterwards’ (Chafe 1976; Her 1991; Paul 2015; Morbiato 2018) and is
what the sentence is about (but see Chafe 1976; Paul 2015 and Morbiato 2018 for a critique of this generalization). The topic may, but
need not, be argument of the predicative element. Accordingly, N1
(the topic) is not a verbal argument: the sole argument of the PE jìnshì ‘short-sighted’ is NP2, i.e., yǎnjīng ‘eye’:

5 An overview of the historical development of this notion for Chinese is beyond the
scope of the present article; see, among others, Li 2005, Shyu 2016 and LaPolla 2016.
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3. 他
眼睛
近视。
# tā 		 yǎnjīng 		 jìnshì
3sg 		eye 			short-sighted
NP1 		NP2 			PE
whole part 			stative predicate
topic 					comment
‘He is short-sighted’.

The comment is generally defined as what follows the topic and says
something new about it. In this case, the comment is composed of
the string NP2-PE. The predicative element located sentence-finally in the comment is often the focus of the message. Scholars have
observed that, in many cases, the predicate is stative or intransitive
(Chao 1968; Chappell 1996):
the commonest subtype of an S-P predicate is one which describes
the state or characteristic, less commonly an event, about the main
subject. A personal subject may have an S-P predicate in which the
subject represents a part of the body and the “small” predicate some
physiological or psychological condition or property. (Chao 1968, 96)

Recursivity
Double nominatives can be recursive, thus constituting embedded
topic-comment structures. One well-known such example is proposed
by Her (1991, 6), who represents its structure as in figure 1; note
again that English uses (and Italian would, too) either the possessive
of-construction or the have-construction:
4. 这一棵树,
花,
颜色
很好。 (Her 1991, 6)
zhè yí kē shù		 huā		 yánsè 		 hěn hǎo
this clf tree 		 flower
colour
very nice
‘The flowers of this tree have very nice colours’.

Figure 1 Representation of multiple double nominative constructions
as embedded frames (adapted from Her 1991)
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Embedding
Furthermore, double nominatives can be embedded in more complex structures, for example, in relative clauses (compare with sentence (1) above):
5. 大象
是
鼻子 最长的
动物
之一。
dàxiàng shì 		bízi zuì cháng de				dòngwù zhīyī
elephant be		 rel [nose most long sp] animal one-of
NP1						NP2						PE
‘The elephant is one of the animals with the longest nose’.

Another possibility is that of complex sentences where NP1 acts as a
sentential or discourse topic that is later omitted to achieve textual
cohesion, thus forming a topic chain (Tsao 1990; Li W. 2004, 2005). In
(6), the NP2 denotes a property of NP1, as observed by Chao above:
6. 那辆车,
价钱
太贵,
我
不
想买。 (adapted from Li 2005)
nà liàng chēj		jiàqián tài guì		wǒ		bù		xiǎng mǎi Øj
that clf car		 price		 too high 1sg neg want buy
NP1				NP2		PE
‘That car, the price is too high, I don’t want to buy it’.

Semantic Features
Several scholars agree that the two NPs in the construction bear
a semantic relationship between them, that is often that of wholepart, possessor-possessed (thing, property, characteristic), individual frame-characteristic, set-subset etc.6According to Modini (1981)
and Chappell’s corpus study (1996), such a relationship is that of inalienable possession in terms of the personal domain. Morbiato’s corpus study (forthcoming) further reveals that inalienable possession is
one of the instantiations of a more general linearization convention of
the frame-part or containment schema,7 that is observable for Japanese as well (Cook 1993). Morbiato proposes that Chinese displays a
structural position, i.e. the preverbal position, and a relational structural pattern, i.e. the container-before-contained, or frame-before-

6 See Chappell 1996 and Morbiato forthcoming for further discussion on the nature
of such relationship.
7 Due to space constraints, the matter cannot be discussed in detail here (the reader
is referred to Morbiato forthcoming); nonetheless, the nature of the containment relationship varies and must be interpreted metaphorically, in the sense of Lakoff and
Johnson (2003). For example, NP1 in (6) ‘that car’ metaphorically contains its properties, such as its colour, its price, etc.
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part/participant, which inherently encode containment and frame
setting. This is connected to the frame-setting properties of topics
(Chafe 1976; Paul 2015; Morbiato forthcoming). In short, NP1 represents a semantic frame, a container within which something is predicated about NP2, that is a part/participant/property/contained thing.

Information-Structural Features
Chinese has a strong preference for ‘initial topic’ and ‘end-focus’. The
initial and final parts of the sentence are two very salient positions: as
mentioned earlier, the former hosts the topic, i.e., the frame of interpretation, as well as the point of initiation, which contains given/identifiable/locatable information. These characteristics make it serve as a
convenient introduction to the main point of a message (focus, new information) that resides in the comment. Given information carries very
low Communicative Dynamism (CD), whereas new, focal information
carries the highest CD (Firbas 1971). Thus, in the topic-comment structure, i.e., from the sentence-initial to the sentence-final position, the
degree of CD tends to increase from low to high.8 It is common to process the information of a message in such a way as to achieve a linear
presentation from low to high information value. This is referred to as
the Principle of End-Focus (Quirk et al. 1985). Focus may be signalled
in different ways, including prosodic prominence expressed by an accent or stress in spoken language, e.g., in Italian and English, while it
is mostly signalled by the sentence-final position in Chinese (with exceptions as per the literature mentioned in fn. 6). By the Principle of
End-Focus, the intonational nucleus in Chinese tends to fall on the last
open-class lexical item of the last sentence element, in this case, the PE:
7. 他
眼睛
又览又大。
tā 					yǎnjing 			yòu lán yòu dà
3sg 				eyes 				also blue also big
NP1 			NP2 			PE
										FOCUS
[TOPIC (frame)] [			COMMENT 			]
‘He has got big blue eyes’.

The focus may also coincide with the whole comment (see Lambrecht 1994 and Hole 2012 for a detailed discussion of different types

8 In fact, there are exceptions to this, including marked forms and marked focus con-

structions, focus markers (连, 也, 都, 才, 就 etc.), among others; however, this is generally not the case in the double nominative construction, hence I will not discuss such
exceptions and refer the reader to Hole 2004, 2012 and Xu 2015 for further details.
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of foci, i.e., sentential, predicate and narrow focus). To sum up, the
form-function association connected to double nominatives involves:
8.
Form:

Functions:

NP1 = main topic; NP2+PE = comment; generally, PE = focus.
The pattern may be recursive and embedded in more
complex sentences.
(a) Frame/containment/possession: semantic relation of
whole-part/participant/property, container-contained, setsubset, etc., between NP1 and NP2 (as discussed above).
(b) Initial topic: Topicality of NP1, that is the frame of validity
of the following predication; generally, it is what the rest of
the sentence/discourse is about, and controls coreference in
topic chains.
(c) End-focus: Saliency of the sentence-final element(s).

3.2 Italian and English Influence. What Students Are Used to
As discussed earlier, Italian and English do not have a form as described in (8). How do these languages encode the three functions
identified in (8.a-c)? English and Italian tend to encode containment
and possession relationships lexically, rather than structurally, and
namely: (i) with the verb to have [NP1 have NP2], as mentioned in
the introduction; (ii) with possessive constructions (e.g., the of-construction in English and the preposition di in Italian, [NP2 of NP1].
This is evident in the possible English and Italian translation of the
Chinese sentences above. For example, possible Italian and English
counterparts to sentences similar to (4) could be:
9. E. ‘The flowers of that tree are very beautiful’. 		
I. ‘I fiori di quell’albero sono bellissimi’.

[NP2 of NP1]

E’. ‘That tree has very beautiful flowers’.				[NP1 have NP2]
I’. ‘Quell’albero ha fiori bellissimi’.

(iii) A further possibility, e.g., with semantic relationships denoting
properties, as in (3), is an adjectival form:
10. E. ‘He is short-sighted’.		
I. ‘È miope’.

[NP1 adjectival predicate]

This L1-L2 function-form difference is likely to have a negative impact on learners’ interlanguage development: students may use the
same patterns ([NP1 have NP2], [NP2 of NP1], or [NP1 adjectival
predicate]) rather than the double-nominative construction (inhib390
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itive transfer). However, while these forms are indeed available in
Chinese, and are grammatically correct/understandable by native
speakers, the functions they express do not fully adhere to those of
double nominatives. In what follows, each form is examined in detail.
NP1 有 (have, exist) NP2. If we consider a sentence like (7), it is in
fact possible to express it by preserving the English/Italian [NP1 have
NP2] structure, namely with the 有 (have, exist) verb:
11. I. ‘Ha grandi occhi azzurri’.
E. ‘He has got big blue eyes’.
C. 他
有
又览又大的的
眼睛。
tā		 yǒu yòu lán yòu dà de		 yǎnjing
3sg have also blue also big sp		eye

However, such pattern does not fully adhere to the end-focus principle. As discussed in section 3.1, focus in Chinese is normally searched
in the last part of each sentence. In (11), the point is not that the subject has eyes, but rather, that his eyes are blue. The most salient, focal
element is expressed by the adjectives (underlined), and not by NP2.
However, the [NP1 have NP2] pattern involves that the sentence-final, and hence focal, element, is NP2. While this is not an issue in
Italian and English, a sentence like (11.C) is less natural in Chinese.
The double nominative, on the other hand, allows the focal PE to occur in sentence-final, focal position. This is why a sentence like (7)
is perceived as better, more natural, by native speakers (including
those I surveyed). This is clearly stated by Loar:
Normally verb elements cannot be focused in the SVO construction.
However, when such focus is desirable, with an intransitive verb,
like an adjective stative verb, End-Focus is easily achieved. Thus the
S adjective-predicate sentence is widely used to highlight the [verbal] element that is communicatively prominent. (Loar 2011, 465)
To illustrate this, Loar (2011, 465) proposes a number of sentence
pairs (focal element is underlined):
12. E. ‘There were truly lots of people on the plane’.
I. ‘C’erano moltissime persone nell’aereoplano’.
C. ? 飞机上
有
真多人。				C’. 飞机上
人
真多。
fēijī shàng yǒu zhēn duō de rén 			 fēijī shàng rén 		 zhēn duō
airplane-on have very many sp people airplane-on people very many
(NP1) 		(have NP2=focus)				(NP1)			(NP2)		(PE=focus)

NP1 的 NP2: The meaning in (10) can also be expressed using the
的 construction:
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13. 他
tā		
3sg
NP1

的
de		
sp 		
的 		

眼睛
yǎnjing
eyes 		
NP2 		

又览大。
yòu lán yòu dà
also blue also big
PE=focus

Such a pattern also correctly allows the focal PE to occur sentencefinally. What is then the difference with (7)? And most importantly:
how to explain this to students? The difference lies in what is to be
analyzed as the topical element. In sentence (7), the topic is NP1 (tā);
in sentence (13), NP1 modifies NP2 and forms with it a single constituent, that functions as the topic (tā de yǎnjing, ‘his eyes’). The choice
lies in what the speaker wants the sentence (and the discourse) to be
about. This can be better appreciated in longer strings of discourse:
complex sentences such as (14) below may be useful for teaching
purposes, as well. If we consider sentences (14.E-I), we notice that
the topic of the discourse is he: the three clauses that follow all talk
about that referent. A translation that employs the double nominative construction, as in (15.C), preserves the topicality of the referent, which is then omitted in its later occurrences, forming a topic
chain. If, on the other hand, a 的 structure is used, as in (15.C’), the
topic changes for each of the three clauses: tā de yǎnjing, ‘his eyes’,
tā de tóufa, ‘his hair’, and tā, ‘he’, thus affecting the structure of the
discourse and, in particular, discourse cohesion and topic continuity:
14. I. ‘(Lui) ha dei grandi occhi azzurri e capelli neri e lucenti, è davvero bello’.
E. ‘He has big blue eyes and shiny black hair, he is very handsome’.
15. C. 他
tā		
3sg
NP1
topic

眼睛
又览又大,
yǎnjing yòu lán yòu dà		
eyes		 also blue also big
NP2 		 PE = focus			
[		 comment (1) 			 ]

C’. 他 的 眼睛

又览又大,

头发 黑黝黝的,
tóufa hēiyōuyōu de		
hair pitch.black sp
NP2’ PE’ = focus		
[ comment (2)		 ]
他 的 头发

非常帅！
fēichǎng shuài
very handsome
PE” = focus
[comment (3) ]

黑黝黝的,

tā de yǎnjing yòu lán yòu dà		 tā de tóufa		 hēiyōuyōu de 		
3sg eyes 		 also blue also big 3sg hair 		 pitch.black sp
NP 				PE = focus				NP’ 				PE’ = focus
topic (1) 			 [comment (1)		 ] topic (2)			[comment (2)]
(他)
非常帅！
(tā) 				fēichǎng shuài
						very handsome
(NP’’)				PE’’= focus
(topic (3))			[comment (3)]
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NP1 adjectival predicate
This pattern is clearly available only if there is a correspondent adjective in Chinese. While it is possible to say 他是近视的 (lit. ‘he is
short-sighted’) to express the meaning in (3), other adjectives do not
have direct correspondences, which might cause difficulties for Chinese L2 learners. One such example is ‘populous’ (It. ‘popoloso’). The
student may easily look up and find a possible translation in the adjective 稠密 chóumì:
16. I. ‘La Cina è molto popolosa’.
E. ‘China is very populous’.
C. ?中国
很
稠密。9
Zhōngguó hěn chóumì
China 			very populous
C’. 中国
人口
很稠密。
Zhōngguó rénkǒu 		 hěn chóumì
China 			people		very populous (dense)

However, sentence (16.C) has at least two problems: the first is that
the adjective 稠密 chóumì should be referred to, e.g., people; hence
a double nominative is in order, as in (16.C’); the second is its truth
value: while it is true that China is populous (i.e., it has a big population), it is not equally true that it is 稠密 chóumì, i.e., densely populated (some areas, like its western parts, are definitely not). The
correct, unmarked translation would then be a double-nominative
construction of the type of (17). However, this involves a quite elaborate L1 form-function-L2 form transition, especially for beginnerlevel learners who may have not yet been exposed to this as a chunk/
formulaic expression.
17. 中国
Zhōngguó
China 		

人口
rénkǒu 		
people		

很多。
hěn duō
very many

All in all, the double-nominative construction, while widespread in Chinese, is not available in languages like English and Italian, which instead use three other forms, including: [NP1 have NP2], [NP2 of NP1],
and [NP1+adjectival predicate]. These forms may therefore be preferred by students, in that they are more familiar. However, depending on the context, these three forms may present semantic, syntactic, and/or pragmatic/information structural differences as compared
to the double-nominative construction. This may lead both to intrusive
and to inhibitive transfer: students may use forms that are available
in their L1, while usage of double nominative could be perceived as redundant and thus be ‘inhibited’. This is what the study aimed at testing.
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4

The Study

This section presents the details of the study, its hypotheses, participants, and data gathering method. The participants comprised
three cohorts of Italian L1 learners of Chinese with different proficiency levels, for a total of 132 participants. Written production data, comprising translations of given sentences, was collected. Details are provided below.

4.1 Hypotheses
The study aims at verifying whether there is a correlation between L1L2 differences with respect to form-function mappings and the percentage of the related word order errors in L2 production/comprehension
due to Italian/English interference. Specifically, with respect to the present analysis, the test seeked to gather some empirical evidence to verify the following three hypotheses, based on the analysis in section 3:
a. Double-nominative constructions. Italian L1 students are not
familiar with this construction, in that neither Italian nor other Indo-European languages that are generally studied in Italian high schools (English, French, Spanish, German) do allow
such patterns. Hence, Italian L1 learners might find it difficult to acquire it and, consequently, produce it.
b. Encoding of frame-part/participant/property, containment,
and possession relationships. Given the L1-L2 differences in
expressing such relationships, learners – and especially beginner level ones – may tend to produce structures that are
similar to those of their L1, and namely [NP1 have NP2], [NP2
of NP1], or [NP1 adjectival predicate].
c. Topic-first and End-focus. while Italian and other European
languages tend to follow the universal tendency of given-tonew, topical-to-focal information progression, they tend to
be less rigid than Chinese. Thus, Italian L1 learners, just like
English L1 learners (Jiang 2009), might not feel the need to
adhere to Chinese topic-first and end-focus patterns. As topic is, again, not as relevant in the grammar of Italian or English, topic-first related word order error rates may tend to be
high also among advanced-level students.
All hypotheses (i-iii) involve negative transfer/inference, and thus
a relatively high percentage of word order errors is expected in related translation tasks, especially in lower proficiency levels and in
more complex sentence types – e.g., with embedded double nominatives of the type of (5).
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4.2 Test Design
For the study, a cross-sectional design was chosen over a longitudinal one. While a longitudinal design seeks to obtain data on the development of interlanguage and L2 over time, and for a small number
of learners (generally one), a cross-sectional design gathers data at
one point in time, and from learners at different developmental stages.10 A cross-sectional design was chosen because it allows gathering
a statistically relevant amount of data from a large number of Chinese L2 learners at different proficiency levels, who are more likely to produce a greater and more varied number of errors. The test
consisted of an Italian-to-Chinese translation task. It was designed
to test only structures and word order patterns; hence all the necessary vocabulary was provided in brackets. The test was anonymous to
prevent students from feeling the pressure of making mistakes. Data
considered for this research comprise three sentences which native
speakers would translate using simple double-nominative constructions, i.e. (18), (19) and (20), and one sentence which native speakers would translate using a double-nominative construction embedded in a relative clause, i.e. (21). These sentences were submitted to
a control group of 5 Chinese native speakers, all with university-level education, 3 of which are Chinese language teachers, all born in
China. Sentences are reported below, along with translations provided by native speakers:
18. (S 1)
I. Il 			mi-o 		ragazz-o 			ha 					un 			buon
the.m.sg my-m.sg boyfriend-sg		 have.prs.3sg a.m.sg		 good.m
caratter-e.
character-sg
‘My boyfriend has a good character’.
C. 我
wǒ
1sg

男朋友
脾气/性格 很
好。
nánpéngyou		 píqi/xìnggé hěn hǎo
boyfriend 		character		very good

19. (S 2)
I. Mi-a 		mamm-a non ha 					un-a		buona			vista.
my-f.sg mom- sg neg have.prs.3sg a-f.sg		 good-f.sg eyesight
‘My mom doesn’t have a good eyesight’.
C. 我
妈妈
眼睛/视力
不好。
wǒ		māma		yǎnjing/shìlì		bù hǎo
1sg mom		eyesight			neg good

10 For further discussion see Jiang 2009, Jackson 2012.
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20. (S 3)
I. Venezia è 				poco popolos-a.
Venice		be.prs.3sg few populated-f.sg
‘Venice has a small population’.
C. 威尼斯 人(口)						不多。
Wēinísī rén(kǒu)					bù duō
Venice		people/population		neg many
21. (S 4)
I. La 		
Cina		 è 				 il 			 paes-e 		 più popolos-o 			
the.f.sg China be.prs.3sg the.m.sg country-sg most populous-m.sg 		
al mondo.
in.the.m.sg world
‘China is the most populous country in the world’.
C. 中国
是
世界上
人口
最多的
国家。
Zhōngguó		shì 		shìjiè-shàng		rénkǒu 			zuìduō de 		guójiā
China			be 		world-on rel [population most many sp] country

Sentences 1 and 2 (18-19) present a [NP1 have NP2] pattern, while
sentence 3 (20) presents a [NP1+adjectival predicate] structure,
whereby the predicate lacks an equivalent adjectival counterpart in
Chinese, as discussed in section 3.2. Sentence 4 (21), finally, requires
the same adjectival predicate to be translated with a double-nominative construction embedded in a relative clause.

4.3 Data Collection and Participants
The test was submitted to three cohorts of Italian L1 learners of Chinese with different proficiency levels – and a focus on lower levels for
the reasons discussed above, for a total of 132 participants. Group
A is the group with the lowest proficiency level: it comprises 30 students enrolled in the 2nd year of the BA degree in Languages and Cultures for Tourism and International Commerce, University of Verona.
In their first year, students received 3 hours (grammar) + 3 hours
(conversation) of lessons per week in both semesters; 5 of them had
studied Chinese before. Group B has a slightly higher level of proficiency: it comprises 54 students enrolled in the 2nd year of the BA
degree in Foreign Languages and Literatures and Languages, Markets and Cultures of Asia and Mediterranean Africa, University of Bologna. In their first year, students received 3 hours (grammar) + 4,5
hours (conversation) of lessons per week in both semesters; 4 of them
had studied Chinese before, and 8 of them had spent a few weeks in
China. Students in Group C are the most advanced: the group comprises 49 students enrolled in the 1st year of the MA degree course
in Editorial Interpreting and Translation at the University of Venice,
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Italy. 48 of them hold a bachelor’s degree in Chinese or related fields
from 12 different Universities, hence they constitute an interesting
and diverse sample, representative of BA-level Italian L1 graduates
majored in Chinese. One student is a Chinese native speaker who got
his MA from the Chengdu Institute of Sichuan International Studies
University in China, and is one of the members of the control group,
as discussed in section 4.2. The test was submitted at the beginning
of the semester, to avoid interference with contents and knowledge
shared in the upcoming teaching unit.

5

Results. Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis

5.1 Quantitative Analysis
The following tables show rates and percentages of error types
grouped according to the three students’ cohorts. Specifically, figures indicate how many times each sentence was translated using
the indicated form:
I. Group A: students’ translations
Double- %
nom.

有
%
structure

的
%
structure

S1 Venezia
è poco
popolosa

1

3.33%

8

26.67% 0

0.00%

7

23.33% 14

46.67% 30

S2 La Cina è
il paese più
popoloso al
mondo

1

3.33%

1

3.33%

0.00%

5

16.67% 23

76.67% 30

S3 Il mio
ragazzo ha
un buon
carattere

0

0.00%

11

36.67% 3

10.00% 4

13.33% 12

40.00% 30

S4 Mia
mamma
non ha una
buona vista

0

0.00%

17

56.67% 4

13.33% 2

6.67%

23.33% 30

0

other %

no
%
answer

7
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II. Group B: students’ translations
Double- %
nom.

有
%
structure

的
%
structure

other %

no
%
answer

S1 Venezia
è poco
popolosa

5

9.26%

5

9.26%

0

0.00%

23

42.59% 21

38.89% 54

S2 La Cina è
il paese più
popoloso al
mondo

1

1.85%

0

0.00%

3

5.56%

25

46.30% 25

46.30% 54

S3 Il mio
ragazzo ha
un buon
carattere

1

1.85%

18

33.33% 18

33.33% 7

12.96% 10

18.52% 54

S4 Mia
mamma
non ha una
buona vista

0

0.00%

29

53.70% 18

33.33% 2

3.70%

9.26%

5

total

54

III. Group C: students’ translations
Double- %
nom.

有
%
structure

的
%
structure

other %

no
%
answer

total

S1 Venezia
è poco
popolosa

11

22.92% 7

14.58% 21

43.75% 7

14.58% 2

4.17%

48

S2 La Cina è
il paese più
popoloso al
mondo

3

6.25%

9

18.75% 5

10.42% 24

50.00% 7

14.58% 48

S3 Il mio
ragazzo ha
un buon
carattere

1

2.08%

7

14.58% 36

75.00% 4

8.33%

0

0.00%

48

S4 Mia
mamma
non ha una
buona vista

1

2.08%

6

12.50% 41

85.42% 0

0.00%

0

0.00%

48

The tables below, on the other hand, gather data from different learners’ cohorts for the same sentence. Again, figures indicate how many
times each sentence was translated using the indicated form:
IV. First sentence: usage rate for each form
S1 Venezia Double- %
nom.
è poco
popolosa

有
%
structure

的
%
structure

other %

no
%
answer

total

Group A

1

3.33%

8

26.67% 0

0.00%

7

23.33% 14

46.67% 30

Group B

5

9.26%

5

9.26%

0.00%

23

42.59% 21

38.89% 54

Group C

11

22.92% 7

14.58% 2

4.17%

0

14.58% 21

43.75% 7
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V. Second sentence: usage rate for each form
S2 La Cina è Double- %
il paese più nom.
popoloso al
mondo

有
%
structure

的
%
structure

other %

no
%
answer

total

Group A

1

3.33%

1

3.33%

0

0.00%

5

16.67% 23

76.67% 30

Group B

1

1.85%

0

0.00%

3

5.56%

25

46.30% 25

46.30% 54

Group C

3

6.25%

9

18.75% 5

50.00% 7

14.58% 48

10.42% 24

VI. Third sentence: usage rate for each form
S3 Il mio
ragazzo ha
un buon
carattere

Double- %
nom.

有
%
structure

的
%
structure

other %

no
%
answer

total

Group A

0

0.00%

11

36.67% 3

10.00% 4

13.33% 12

40.00% 30

Group B

1

1.85%

18

33.33% 18

33.33% 7

12.96% 10

18.52% 54

Group C

1

2.08%

7

14.58% 36

75.00% 4

8.33%

0.00%

0

48

VII. Fourth sentence: usage rate for each form
Double- %
S4 Mia
nom.
mamma
non ha una
buona vista

有
%
structure

的
%
structure

other %

no
%
answer

total

Group A

0

0.00%

17

56.67% 4

13.33% 2

6.67%

7

23.33% 30

Group B

0

0.00%

29

53.70% 18

33.33% 2

3.70%

5

9.26%

54

Group C

1

2.08%

6

12.50% 41

85.42% 0

0.00%

0

0.00%

48

The Chi-Square result shows that there is a significant difference
between the answers given within the three groups (χ² (8) =153.77,
p = 3.19E-27 < 0.05). Also, the Chi-Square calculated on doublenominatives vs. other forms show significant difference (χ²(2) =9.09,
p = 0.01 < 0.05). This suggests that there is a significant difference
of performance between the three groups. From the above data, an
overall reorganization of the balance of means employed by students
can be observed: group A tends to use the 有 structure (i.e., the NP
have NP2 pattern) the most, while the 的 structure (of specification
pattern) is increasingly preferred in all sentences as the proficiency level rises (e.g., 10% vs. 75% in the third sentence and 13.33% vs.
85.2% in sentence 4). Nonetheless, the double-nominative structure
is used rarely at all proficiency levels, although higher rates are observable in Group C.
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5.2 Qualitative Analysis
In what follows, examples of the most relevant errors committed by
students are reported.11 Glosses are provided to illustrate different
patterns and errors. Errors are presented with respect to the construction (form) they display, namely [NP1 have NP2], [NP1 的 NP2],
or [NP1 adjectival predicate], and other types. This helps provide a
general overview of the means learners use in their interlanguage
as well as the differences across proficiency levels (learners groups
are specified for each sentence).

Topic-Related Errors
Sentences below contain the 的 construction: while correct, the topicality of NP1 (‘boyfriend’, ‘mum’, and ‘Venice’, respectively) is not
preserved, as discussed above:
22.

我的男朋友的脾气
wǒ de nánpéngyou de píqi 					
1sg sp boyfriend sp character (top)		

23.

我妈妈的眼睛
不很好。					Group A
wǒ māma de yǎnjing 			 bù hěn hǎo
1sg mum sp eye (top)			 neg very good

24.

住在威尼斯的人
zhù zài Wēinísī de rén 				
live at Venice sp people (top) 		

很好。		
hěn hǎo
very good

不多。				
bù duō
neg too many

Group C

Group B and Group C

Focus-Related Errors
In sentences below, the student failed to place the focal element (the
adjective) at the end of the sentence, either because using the 有 construction (25-26), or the bare adjectival predicate (27-28):
25.

我男朋友
wǒ nánpéngyou 		
1sg boyfriend 		

26.

在威尼斯
zài Wēinísī
at Venice 		

有
yǒu 		
have 		

没有
méi yǒu 		
neg have 		

一个很好的脾气 。			Group A
yī ge hěn hǎo de píqi
one clf very good sp character

很多人。							Group C
hěn duō rén
very many people

11 For more examples, see the appendix.
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27.

我的男朋友
wǒ de nánpéngyou 		
1sg sp boyfriend 		

28.

我妈妈
wǒ māma
1sg mum		

很好脾气。			Group C
hěn hǎo píqi
very good character

不好眼睛。						Group A
bù hǎo yǎnjing
neg good eye

Use of adjectival forms. In the following examples, students tried
somehow to render the Italian adjectival form ‘popoloso’ with a Chinese adjective. In (29) the noun 脾气 píqi is wrongly used as if it
were an adjective; in (30), the student assumes there is an adjectival translation of ‘popoloso’ that (s)he does not know/remember; in
(31-32), students used the adjective 稠密 chóumì ‘densely populated’
(see discussion above).
29.

我的男朋友
wǒ de nánpéngyou 		
1sg sp boyfriend 		

30.

威尼斯
Wēinísī
Venice

不太‘popoloso’。					Group A, Group C
bú tài
neg too

31.

威尼斯
Wēinísī
Venice

不太
bú tài 		
neg too

32.

威尼斯
Wēinísī
Venice

很
稠密。						Group C
hěn chóumì
very dense

很
脾气。		
hěn píqi
very character

人口
稠密。
rénkǒu 		 chóumì
population dense

Group A

Group C

Other Errors
Finally, the analysis has highlighted other types of errors. Sentence (32) seems to treat hǎo píqi as an adjective – just as in (27-29)
above – that is placed in a 是……的 shì…de construction (maybe to
provide emphasis or because it resembles an individual-level predicate that requires the copula shì, ‘be’, just like adjectives such as 方
fāng, ‘squared’):
33.

我男朋友
wǒ nánpéngyou 		
1sg sp boyfriend

是好脾气的。			Group C
shì hǎo píqi de
be good character sp
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6

Discussion

Data presented above tend to confirm all the three hypotheses of
this study. Production rate of double-nominative constructions is low
across all sentence types (both in simple and in more complex sentences) and across all proficiency levels, including MA students. The
high percentage (22,9%) of double-nominative constructions for sentence 3 (‘Venice has a small population’) in group C may be related
to the successful acquisition of the formulaic expression 中国人口很
多, which students have very likely already been exposed to at that
level of proficiency. This hypothesis is preferred to that of a successful acquisition of the double-nominative construction in that double nominative percentages are low for the same students in simpler
sentences like sentence 1 and 2. The [NP1 have NP2] pattern is used
across all sentence types and proficiency levels, hence it is one of
the errors students tend to stick with throughout their learning process, although it decreases over time through interlanguage development. It is worth noticing that L1 transfer is present not only with
respect to the [NP1 have NP2] pattern, but also in the word-for-word
translation of the Italian indefinite article ‘un’ (English ‘a’), that is
expressed by the numeral classifier string 一个 in a number of sentences, e.g. (25). The [NP1 的 NP2] pattern is also very widespread
and used across all sentence types and proficiency levels. Errors of
this type do not compromise the intelligibility of the sentence, nor do
they ‘feel wrong’ in isolation. Maybe this is the reason why the usage
rate of this structure increases across all sentence types from lower
to higher proficiency levels. The [NP adjectival predicate] pattern is
used mostly for sentence 4, which confirms the role of L1 influence
and word-for-word translation: a significant number of students left
the adjective in its Italian form ‘popoloso’, others used semantically
wrong adjectives, e.g., chóumì, ‘dense’. In (59) a synonym of dense,
i.e., 挤 jǐ, ‘crowded’, is used. However, as said earlier, the truth value of the sentence is compromised, as China is not the most densely populated/crowded country in the world. Overall, a both intrusive
and inhibitive transfer connected to L1 forms can be hypothesized
to cause the low rates of production of the target form, i.e., double
nominatives.

7

Conclusions

While the double-subject construction may appear as a simple and
straightforward pattern, the present study shows that it is in fact a
rather difficult construction to acquire for Italian L1 learners. Rather, students tend to use patterns they are used to in their L1 (or other L2s, such as English). These include the [NP1 have NP2], [NP1 的
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NP2] or [NP1 adjectival predicate] patterns, among other types, thus
confirming the hypotheses of this study, and namely:
a. Italian L1 students are not familiar with double-nominative
construction and rarely produce it.
b. L1-L2 differences lead to negative (intrusive and inhibitive)
L1 transfer: learners, especially beginner level ones, prefer
structures that are similar to those of their L1. Beginner-level students prefer the [NP1 have NP2], while, in later stages,
the [NP1 的 NP2] pattern is preferred.
c. Students often fail to perceive and adhere to Chinese topic-first and end-focus patterns. Moreover, topic-first related
word order error rates may tend to be high also among advanced-level students.
Similar results were obtained in Jiang (2009): English L1 students also find it difficult to naturally produce this pattern, along with other
topic-comment related constructions. Often, L2 word order errors are
the result of learners relying on carrying out word-for-word translations of native language surface structures when producing written
or spoken utterances in their target L2 performance. This is what
seems to be happening in most cases. L1 word order features provide
one of the most important sources for adult learners’ L2 word order
errors. Hence, topic-comment related constructions such as double
nominatives need to be introduced to students, not only for theoretical accuracy, but also to clarify some structural and functional peculiarities of Chinese sentences as compared to, e.g., English and Italian. In particular, the functions of double nominatives (i.e., allowing
focal elements to occur sentence-finally and topical ones to occur as
the first constituent in the sentence) should be introduced when explaining this pattern. Examples of the pattern should be explained
and compared to forms (translations) in students’ mother tongues,
explaining similarities and differences, as well as why a form is preferred over the other.
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List of abbreviations
C.
CSC
CFC
CLF
E.
F
I.
M
NEG
NP
PE
PRS
REL
SG
SLA
SP
TL
TOP

Chinese
Chinese as a Second Language
Chinese as a Foreign Language
Classifier
English
Feminine
Italian
Masculine
Negation
Noun Phrase
Predicative Element
Present
Relative clause
Singular
Second Language Acquisition
Structural Particle
Target Language
Topic Marker
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Appendix
This section includes examples of the most relevant errors committed by students.

Correct Constructions (with Minor Errors)
34.

威尼斯人
Wēinísī rén 		
Venice people

不太多。										Group A
bú tài duō
neg too many

35.

中国人民
Zhōngguó rénmín
China population

是
shì 		
be 		

世界上
最大的。		
shìjiè shang zuìdà de
world on 		 most big sp

Group A

Correct Meaning But Different Construction
36.

威尼斯
Wēinísī 		
Venice 		

住
zhù 		
live 		

不多人。								Group B
bù duō rén
neg many people

NP1 有 NP2 Pattern
37.

我男朋友
有
wǒ nánpéngyou yǒu 		
1sg boyfriend have 		

一个很好的脾气。				Group A
yī ge hěn hǎo de píqi
one clf very good sp character

38.

我的男朋友
有
wǒ de nánpéngyou yǒu 		
1sg sp boyfriend have 		

一个好的脾气。				Group B
yī ge hǎo de píqi
one clf good sp character

39.

我的妈妈
wǒ de māma 		
1sg sp mum		

一个好的眼睛。				Group C
yī ge hǎo de yǎnjing
one clf good sp eye

40.

我妈妈
wǒ māma
1sg mum		

41.

我的妈妈
wǒ de māma 		
1sg sp mum		

42.

在威尼斯
zài Wēinísī
at Venice 		

没有
méi yǒu 		
neg have		

没有
méi yǒu 		
neg have		

一个很好的眼睛。				Group A
yī ge hěn hǎo de yǎnjing
one clf very good sp eye

没有
méiyǒu 		
neg have		

一个好的眼睛。				Group C
yī ge hǎo de yǎnjing
one clf good sp eye

有
很少人。									Group B
yǒu
hěn shǎo rén
have very few people
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43.

在威尼斯
zài Wēinísī
at Venice 		

44.

威尼斯
Wēinísī
Venice

45.

世界上,		 中国
shìjiè shang Zhōngguó
at world on China 			

46.

中国
Zhōngguó
China 			

在世界上
是
zài shìjiè shang shì 		
at world on 		 be		

47.

中国
Zhōngguó
China 			

是
shì 		
be		

没有
méi yǒu 		
neg have 		

没有
méi yǒu 		
neg have 		

很多人。							Group C
hěn duō rén
very many people

很多人									Group A
hěn duō rén
very many people
是
shì 		
be		

最有人口的国。			Group B
zuì yǒu rénkǒu de guó
most have population sp country(?)
最有人的国家。 		 Group C
zuì yǒu rén de guójiā
most have people sp country

世界上
最有人的国家。			Group C
shìjiè shang zuì yǒurén de guójiā.
at world on most have people sp country

NP1 的 NP2 Pattern (Wrong Topical Element)
48.

我的男朋友的脾气
wǒ de nánpéngyou de píqi 			
1sg sp boyfriend sp character

很好						Group C
hěn hǎo
very good

49.

我妈妈的眼睛
wǒ māma de yǎnjing
1sg mum sp eye			

不很好。								Group A
bù hěn hǎo
neg very good

50.

我妈妈的眼睛
wǒ māma de yǎnjing
1sg mum sp eye 			

很差。								Group C
hěn chà
very bad

51.

住在威尼斯的人
zhù zài Wēinísī de rén 		
live at Venice sp people

52.

中国的人口
是
世界上
最多的。		 Group C
Zhōngguó de rénkǒu		 shì 		 shìjiè shang zuìduō de
China sp population		 be		 at world on most many sp

53.

世界上
shìjiè shàng 		
at world on		

不多。							Group B and Group C
bù duō
neg too many

中国的人口
Zhōngguó de rénkǒu
China sp population

最大				Group C
zuì dà
most big
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Adjectival Pattern
54.

我的男朋友
wǒ de nánpéngyou 		
1sg sp boyfriend 		

很
脾气。						Group A
hěn píqi
very character

55.

威尼斯
Wēinísī
Venice

56.

Venezia 很少/有一点 … (no adjective specified)			
Venezia hěn shǎo/yǒu yīdiǎn…
Venice very few/a bit …

57.

威尼斯
Wēinísī
Venice

不太
bùtài 		
neg too

58.

威尼斯
Wēinísī
Venice

很
稠密。										Group C
hěn chóumì
very dense

59.

中国
是
世界
最挤的国家。				Group C
Zhōngguó shì 		 shìjiè 		 zuì jǐ de guójiā
China			be		world 		most crowded sp country

不太‘popoloso’										Group A, Group C
bú tài
neg too ‘populous’
Group B

人口稠密。								Group C
rénkǒu chóumì
population dense

Other
60.

我男朋友
wǒ nánpéngyou 		
1sg sp boyfriend

61.

我的男朋友
wǒ de nánpéngyou 		
1sg sp boyfriend 		

好
脾气。						Group A
hǎo píqi
good character

62.

我的男朋友
wǒ de nánpéngyou 		
1sg sp boyfriend 		

很好的脾气							Group A
hěn hǎo de píqi
very good sp character

63.

我的男朋友
wǒ de nánpéngyou 		
1sg sp boyfriend 		

很好脾气。							Group C
hěn hǎo píqi
very good character

64.

我妈妈
wǒ māma
1sg mum 		

不
bù 		
neg

是好脾气的。							Group C
shì hǎo píqi de
be good character sp

好眼睛									Group A
hǎo yǎnjing
good eye
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65.

中国
Zhōngguó
China 			

是
shì 		
be		

世界上
最多人的国家。				Group C
shìjiè shang zuì duō rén de guójiā
world on 		 most many people sp country

66.

中国
Zhōngguó
China 			

是
shì 		
be		

世界
shìjiè 		
world 		

67.

中国
Zhōngguó
China 			

在世界上
zài shìjiè shang 		
at world on 			

最多人口的						Group C
zuì duō rénkǒu de
most many population sp
是最人口稠密国家。		 Group C
shì zuì rénkǒu chóumì guójiā
be most population dense country
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